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What is Astro-Tourism?

Astrotourism is an activity of travelers

wishing to use the natural resource of

well-kept nightscapes for astronomy-related
leisure and knowledge.

The concept of astrotourism is acquiring new

meanings and insights from the original

significance of “leisure activities of travelers

paying to fly into space for recreation”, to

“tourism using the natural resource of

unpolluted night skies, and appropriate
scientific knowledge for astronomical,
cultural or environmental activities”

(Fayos-Sola, Marin & Jafari, 2014).



What is Astro-Tourism?

In a broad sense, astrotourism now focuses on travelling for the

purpose of astronomy related purposes or simply doing amateur
astronomy activities during the journeys. Additionally, some cultural

resources, including archaeological sites […] have also proven to have

an astrotourism potential, enabling the development of

archaeoastronomy experiences for the general public, as well as offering

research opportunities for specialists (Fayos-Sola, Marin & Jafari, 2014).

Astrotourism in literature is

considered a specialised branch of

sustainable-tourism.

ITB-Berlin 2017



Astro-tourism in a tourism perspective

• Astro-tourism as a «Tourist product»;

• Astro-tourism in the framework of a 

«Tourist Destination» (eg Tenerife, 

Rome, etc…);

• Tourist services related to Astronomy 

(tourist companies).



International tourist arrivals are expected to reach 1.8 billion by 2030, according 
to the UNWTO’s long-term forecast.



Tourist Services:
Transportation, residences, leisure

services, food and beverage, public 

services, travel and cruise 

organisation, events, banking and 

financial services, …

Tourists

Geographical

destination: natural

resources, socio-cultural

and economic resources



Tourist destination

Some “Tourist destination” possible definitions:

• A place for tourists to visit and stay, could be a country, state,

region or city – usually due to its cultural or natural values

(Pawlikowska Piechotka et al. 2017 – related to UNESCO sites);

• Physical space in which a visitor/tourist stays at least one

night, which has tourism products, including infrastructure

support, attractions, and tourism resources (Dos Santos

Estevão et al. 2015);

• A geographical place conditioned to receive tourists and

visitors who are interested in gazing certain attractions

(Korstanje M., 2017).



Tourist product

Tourist products can be determined on two distinct

levels:

• The total tourist product comprises a combination of

all the elements, which a tourist consumes during

his/her trip.

• The specific products are components of the total

tourist product and can be sold as individual

offerings such as accommodation, transport,

attractions and other facilities for tourists.



Tourist services

Tourism industry can be classified into different sectors:

accommodations, adventure and recreation,

attractions, events and conferences, food and

beverage, tourism services, transportation, and travel

trade.

Tourism and travel-related services includes services

provided by hotels and restaurants (including catering),

travel agencies and tour operator services, tourist

guide services and other related services (WTO).



So, what we need for an 

Astro-Tourism destination?

• Dark Sky

• Astronomical facilities

• Heritage (History of 

Astronomy)

• Capacity (astronomers 

ad amateur 

astronomers)



ROME AND LAZIO ASTRO-TOURISM

POTENTIAL



Are Rome and Lazio Region a Dark 

Sky Destination?

YOU ARE HERE



https://www.lightpollutionmap.info



So, how can we develop astro-tourism?

• Fighting ligh pollution (Regional Law, 

Regional Regulation);

• Organising public observation of 

bright objects (Sun, Moon, Planets);

• Using historical heritage of astronomy 

for public visiting and study;

• Building up tourist products («tours») 

around heritage and places 

(observatories and planetaries) for 

events;

• Networking with other Astro-Tourism 

destinations (Sardinia, Matera, 

Alqueva, …) for developing common 

initiatives and projects.



History of Astronomy and 

Astrophysics • Telescope makers

Eustachio Divini and 

Giuseppe Campani in 

XVII Century (Cassini’s

times);

• Vatican Observatory

(XVIII C.) moved to 

Collegio Romano in 

1787, directed by 

Giuseppe Calandrelli;

• Campidoglio Obs. 

founded 1827 by 

Feliciano Scarpellini;

• In 1923 both where

unified in Regio 

Osservatorio 

Astronomico di Roma.
Campidoglio Obs. 1850 



Collegio Romano Observatory
• Founded 1787 by G. 

Calandrelli;

• Directed by F. Angelo Secchi 

from 1849 to 1878;

• Secchi first telescopes

where a Ertle Meridian 

Circle and  a Cauchoix 16 cm 

refractor (now in 

Monteporzio Obs. with part 

of its instruments

collection);

• Main telescope was a Merz 

24/435 cm refractor (lost in 

1958 after a fire at

Montemario Observatory

when was moved in 1935).



Father Angelo Secchi (Reggio nell'Emilia, 28 giugno 1818 – Roma, 26 febbraio 1878)

• Founder of Astro-Physics (first star 

spectra);

• Foundamental research on Sun (book 

«Le Soleil», 1875);

• Director of Collegio Romano Observatory

1849-1878 (before and after Italian

Unification, thank to his international

reputation); • Active in different

sciences (Meteorology, 

Hydrology, Geodetics, 

…);

• Gran Prix de Paris in 

1867 for his

«Meteorografo»;

• Founder of «Italian First 

Meridian» in Monte 

Mario, Rome.



Monte Mario Observatory (1935)

• Founded 1935 by Prof. Giuseppe Armellini 

using part of Collegio Romano and 

Campidoglio instruments;

• Today hosts headquarters of INAF (Istituto 

Nazionale di Astrofisica, National Institute

of Astrophysics);

• In 1965 started activities in Monte Porzio 

Catone observatory;

• Active in astronomical observation until

‘70s, then Monte Mario stopped because

light pollution;

• Important Sun Tower (today used for public 

outreach);



Fire in 1958

After a fire that destroied Steinheil-Cavignato

and Merz refractors in 1958, Prof. G. Armellini 

died because an heart attack.



Monte Mario «Museo Copernicano»

Founded 1875 thanks to 

private collection of Polish

Prince Arturo Wolynski that

collected Copernicus

documents and instruments

in his Anniversary of IV 
Centenary of birth in1873.





Monte Porzio Catone 



La Specola Vaticana 

(Vatican Observatory)













Planetarium of Rome

The historical 

Planetarium of 

Rome, which was 

located in the 

Minerva's hall, 

within the 

Diocletian's baths.

Being opened in 

1928, the 

Planetarium of 

Rome was also 

one of the first-

ever Planetariums 

in the world.







Zeiss II Planetarium

Jena Planetarium Zeiss II (1926)







Non-professional Observatories

Campo Catino (80 cm);

Roiate CRAD M44 (70 cm);

Gorga (50 cm);

CIAO (50 cm);

Monte Rufeno (40 cm);

Fuligni, Vivaro (40 cm);

Prataglia, Cervara (28 cm  );

Frasso Sabino (37 cm);

Monte Autore (closed);

Other….



Capacity for Astronomy Education

• Professional 

Observatories (INAF)

• Universities and 

Research Centres

• Amateur Astronomer

Associations

• Companies



ASTRONOMY OUTREACH 

EXPERIENCES IN LAZIO



Experiences in Astronomy public outreach

• First activities in some natural protected area of 

Latium Region started in 2010 with Roma 3 

University (see Ilaria De Angelis’s presentation)

• In 2013 the first «networking» event in protected 

areas, Moonwatch 2013 (InOmn 12 October 2013);

• In 2015, an event for Sun Eclipse in Appia Antica 

Regional Park, Rome

• From 2016, «Il Cielo di Roma» (three editions)



All started with the Moon…

• Notte della Luna 

2013 (MoonWatch)

• Other observation 

programs in parks 

followed (2014, 2015)



Temporary events…



An then… Have Sun!









• Great success for the 

event (800 people);

• Location (Appia Antica 

Regional Park) showed 

very good potentiality;

• The idea of a 

«Astronomy and 

nature fair-festival» 

started to be 

developed



Il Cielo di Roma 2016, 2017, 2018
…All started 

with an empty 

space (Cartiera 

Latina in Rome) 

and four 

partners...



Then efforts in planning and 

developing the idea….

And linking astronomy and night nature 

with a citizen science project financed 

by European Union made by Regione 

Lazio, to involve more people interested 

in science…



Looking for other partners…

And networking! 



And finally a name, a logo 

and a program!

«Il Cielo di Roma» 

20172016

2018



So, what is it exactly «Il Cielo di Roma»?



Astronomy Fair





Sun-Star Party



Science + Music



Seminar and Conferences





Planetary and laboratories



Night Nature, Citizen 

Science – Bat, Moths and 

Nocturnal Raptors…



Birdwatching and hiking or 

cycling in the park with rangers…



Il Cielo di Roma 2016-18 Numbers

• Up to 3000 visitors each edition

• More than 100 conferences and activities

• 15 NGOs involved

• 10 Observatories represented

• More than 50 sites presenting the event



Good press, web and social coverage



In 2018 the program was

opened to events in previous

week in protected areas all

around Lazio Region.

Appia Antica «Cielo di Roma» 

has become the ending event

of the whole program.

Being 2018 the Bicentennial of Father Angelo Secchi,

during the event a celebration of Secchi was held.

Regione Lazio co-operated with Prof. Aldo Altamore 

and others to develop a national committee for 

Father Secchi 2018 celebrations.



NEXT STEPS: TOWARDS AN ASTRO-

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT PLAN



Future developments and visions

• Heritage: 

– Collegio Romano Museum

– Planetary of Rome development

• Project for a Rome and Lazio Astro-Tourism

development plan (including an «Observatories

Route»)

• Networking with other «Astro-Tourism» destinations

around Europe and Mediterranean



1. Collegio Romano: a Museum?









http://architettura.uniroma3.it/?tesilaurea=losservatorio-astronomico-del-collegio-romano-progetto-di-museo-per-una-delle-culle-

europee-dellastrofisica

Tesi in Architettura Roma 3 di Susanna 

Fagotti – Relatore Giovanni Longobardi –

Correlatore Aldo Altamore



1b. Rome Planetarium

• Need for a final 

destination of Rome 

Planetarium (see Stefano 

Giovanardi’s presentation)

• Strategical tool for 

education, information 

and Astronomical Tourism 

in Rome



2. Towards a Rome and Lazio Astro-Tourism 

development plan

• Development of Astro-Tourism tourist products 

(tours, packages, activities);

• Communication/promotion of Astro-Tourism 

products and supporting «Rome and Lazio Astro-

destination» reputation (in the framework of 

«Rome» destination);

• Strenghtening heritage conservation and 

accessibility.



An Example: «Sentiero degli Osservatori» (Observatories Route)



• Networking between observatories, research

centres and education associations in the area 

around Rome;

• Networking with other Italian astrotourism

destinations

• Networking internationally to develop astro-

tourism sector.

3. Networking



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION


